
An Overview Of The Bible
Job

I. Introduction
A. Although the Book of Genesis comes first in our Bible, it may not have 

been the first to be written. There are grounds for believing that the 
Book of Job is of an even earlier date. In fact, this book may be the 
oldest in the world.

B. Yet despite the changing scenery of the 40 centuries which have 
elapsed since the author of this old-world epic laid down his pen, can 
we find a more poignantly up-to-date treatise on the pathos of human 
experience?

II. Subject And Method
A. The subject of Job is the ever-present problem of the mystery of 

suffering, especially as it concerns the godly.
B. The different aspects of this grave and sensitive subject are introduced 

by the different speakers as the dialogue proceeds, and representative 
mental attitudes toward it are successively exhibited in Job’s three 
friends -- Eliphaz the Temanite, Bildad the Shuhite, and Zophar the 
Naamathite, with the addition of Elihu the Buzite, a younger man who 
speaks later.

C. The poem then concludes in a divine intervention expressed in the 
language of the utmost majesty and impressiveness.

III. Object And Message
A. In a general sense the design of this book is to justify the ways of God 

to man by correcting certain misconceptions which arise from men’s 
imperfect knowledge; but the special object is to show that there is a 
benevolent divine purpose running through the sufferings of the godly, 
and that life’s bitterest mysteries are reconcilable with this benevolent 
divine purpose, if we only knew all the facts.

B. Job was not meant to know the explanation of his trial; and on this 
simple fact everything hangs. If Job had known, there would have 
been no place for faith; and the man could never have come forth as 
gold purified in the fire (1 Peter 1:7). The final solution to suffering is 
withheld, and an interim solution is provided; namely, that suffering 
fulfills a divine purpose and graciously works in the godly.

C. Behind all the suffering of the godly is a high purpose of God, and 
beyond it all is an “afterwards” of glorious enrichment. Such suffering, 
as we learn from the Book of Job, is not judicial, but remedial; not 
punitive, but corrective; not retributive, but disciplinary.



IV. The Outline
A. The central message of Job can be expressed as “blessing through 

suffering.” Through bitter calamity comes blessed discovery. The book 
is a grand illustration of New Testament thought (Romans 8:28; 
Hebrews 12:11).

B. Prologue (1-2).
1. Job -- his godliness in prosperity (1:1-5).
2. Satan -- his lie and reviling (1:6-19).
3. Job -- his godliness in adversity (1:20-22).
4. Satan -- his further reviling (2:1-8).
5. Job -- his godliness in extremity (2:9-13).

C. Dialogue (3:1-41).
1. Job’s opening lamentation (3).
2. First triad.

a) Eliphaz vs. Job (4-7).
b) Bildad vs. Job (8-10).
c) Zophar vs. Job (11-14).

3. Second triad.
a) Eliphaz vs. Job (15-17).
b) Bildad vs. Job (18-19).
c) Zophar vs. Job (20-21).

4. Third triad.
a) Eliphaz vs. Job (22-24).
b) Bildad vs. Job (25-31).
c) Elihu speaks (32-37).

5. God’s closing intervention (38-41).
D. Epilogue (42).

1. Job -- his answer to God (vss. 1-6).
2. Friends -- their rebuked perversity (vss. 7-9).
3. Job -- his ended captivity (vs. 10).
4. Family -- their restored society (vs. 11).
5. Job -- his final prosperity (vss. 12-17).

V. The Expanded Account
A. Satan and God.

1. The book stands or falls on whether this dealing between God and 
Satan was or was not a divine revealing of what actually took place. 
There is nothing in this first interview which goes against any other 
facts we have of God or Satan.

2. There are several implications in this section.
a) Satan is accountable to God. The point is not that Satan has the 

privilege of access, but that he is compelled to come. He, no less 



than other creatures, is subject to the divine authority, however 
unwillingly.

b) The dark mind of Satan is an open book to God. The questions 
are asked, not because God does not know, but to compel 
confession on the part of Satan.

c) Satan is behind all the evils that curse the earth. Genesis 
attributes the origin of sin in humanity to him, and the scriptures 
make it progressively clearer that he is behind the evils that 
afflict our race.

d) Satan is neither omnipresent nor omniscient. He is a created and 
therefore a local being. Many Christians seem to think that Satan 
himself is somehow always hovering about them in a shadowy 
sort of way, but this is incorrect.

e) Satan can do nothing without divine permission. His schemes are 
under the constant surveillance of the Almighty.

f) There is a definite limit to Satan’s activity. Satan has absolutely 
no power against a saint beyond what God allows, any more 
than Pilate had against Christ (John 19:11).

g) God’s eyes are always on His own people, and especially so in 
times of trial. God knows Job by name, comments on his godly 
character, commends his godliness, and calls him “My servant.”

B. The dialogue.
1. This is the main body of the book -- the poetic dialogue or debate. 

It moves before us with something of dramatic form, in successive 
rounds or triads.

2. Job’s three friends seek to interpret Job’s case in particular by their 
conception of providence in general. The results are far from 
satisfactory.

3. Job’s friends speak to the debate, one after another, in the probably 
order of seniority. Their condoling turns to condemning, and Job’s 
suffering is aggravated almost to a point of unendurable poignancy.

4. An analysis of each of the friends.
a) Eliphaz.

(1) Eliphaz is the oldest and wisest. He has learned by 
observation that suffering is always the direct outcome of 
sin, and that suffering is God’s judgment on it. He rests his 
philosophy of life on EXPERIENCE.

(2) He is committed to a fixed theory, with a much too narrow 
and rigid view of providence. His conclusion is that Job must 
have sinned; in reality, he is calling Job a hypocrite.

b) Bildad.
(1) Bildad does not have the same air of courtesy as Eliphaz. 

Bildad is the forthright declaimer rather than the reflective 



reasoner. His opening speech is noticeably severer than 
Eliphaz’s, though this may be because Job had already 
uttered his first reply to Eliphaz before Bildad spoke.

(2) Because Bildad’s speeches seem to draw from a succession 
of maxims or proverbs from the “wisdom of the east 
country” (1 Kings 4:30), he rests on TRADITION. His three 
speeches are easily summarized. The first is an appeal; the 
second is a rebuke; and, the third is an evasion.

c) Zophar.
(1) He speaks only twice in the debate, for in the third round his 

place is take by Elihu. Zophar is less courteous and more 
drastic than either Eliphaz or Bildad. Zophar is content with 
ASSUMPTION.

(2) There is at least reasoned deduction in Eliphaz, and 
intelligent orthodoxy in Bildad, but Zophar assumes and 
pronounces with a finality which makes even Job’s daring to 
differ a sin. He is the pure dogmatist.

5. These three men can be represented largely by the three words, 
“if,” “must,” and “is.” Eliphaz takes the hypothetical attitude that if 
Job were not sinful, this trouble would not have come. Bildad takes 
the inferential attitude that Job must be sinful seeing that the 
trouble has indeed come. Zophar begins with the assumption that 
Job is a sinful man and deserves his affliction.

6. They all want to prove that goodness and wickedness are always 
rewarded and punished in this present life. Their philosophy and 
doctrine have no horizon beyond this earth. Because of this, they all 
fail to give any real or convincing answer to Job.

C. The new voice -- Elihu.
1. Elihu breaks forth in a spirit of “Elihu to the rescue.” The rescue is 

not so easy as Elihu presupposes, though he certainly contributes a 
valuable corrective to the discussion. His is the most courteous of 
the debate, and undoubtedly surpasses all the preceding in spiritual 
grasp.

2. What is most of all important, however, in relation to the problem 
under discussion, is that it introduces three new factors. First, there 
is a new approach. Second, there is a new answer. Third, there is a 
new appeal.
a) A new approach.

(1) Elihu accepts Job’s position that any true wisdom in man 
comes only by inspiration from God, but he has become 
convinced that such wisdom is not given only to the aged.

(2) Elihu believes he is inspired to fulfill Job’s longing for a 
mediator between God and himself, to whom he could set 



out his case. Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar wanted to be 
judges; Elihu wants to be a brother.

b) A new answer.
(1) Elihu states that God does speak to men if they will listen, 

with a view to restraining and rescuing them from evil. 
Moreover, God not only speaks, He chastises; and this is 
always with a view to healing and restoring men.

(2) Job’s suffering is educational. Elihu saw a different and 
superior purpose in suffering from what Eliphaz, Bildad, and 
Zophar observed. It is a much higher and spiritual purpose. 
Suffering is not exclusively punitive; it is also corrective. It is 
not only penal; it is moral. It does not come to requite a 
man; it comes to restore a man. It does not always come 
just to chastise; it often comes to chasten. It is not only the 
judge’s rod; it is the shepherd’s goad.

c) A new appeal.
(1) Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar had kept on harping on some 

supposed wicked behavior in the past. Elihu is concerned 
with a wrong attitude in the present. He accepts Job’s 
protestation of innocence, and his point is that although Job’s 
protestation of innocence may be genuine, his present 
attitude and spirit are wrong.

(2) He makes the point that Job’s suffering may not be for past 
sin at all. His suffering is more probably a chastening with 
some ultimately good purpose; but Job is thwarting his own 
good by his impossible attitude.

(3) He exhorts Job to have teachable humility, submissive 
patience, and faith in God Himself rather than in some 
demanded explanation. His view of suffering is undoubtedly 
nearer the truth than anything spoken by the other three.

D. The voice from the whirlwind.
1. Obviously if there is one point more than another in this ancient 

poem-drama of Job where everything depends on whether it is 
genuinely historical or only fictional, it is at this terrific crisis-point. 
Either it really is God Himself who speaks, or it is only God 
impersonally and pretendedly.

2. When we read these chapters through the first time, all the while 
expecting to come upon some great paragraph which gives Job, at 
last and once for all, the divine solution of his problem, we are 
terribly disappointed.
a) There is not even the slightest effort to explain Job’s suffering or 

to dissolve the problem of providence provoked by it.



b) This is an off-handed proof that this really is God who speaks. 
Had it been no more than the voice of God as pretended by a 
clever human composer, it is practically certain that some 
climactic explanation would have been attempted.

3. We are left asking what is the special significance of this whirlwind 
address so far as the sufferings of Job were concerned. It is not an 
explanation of Job’s affliction, nor an answer to his questions, nor a 
solution to the problem of suffering, nor does it contain even a 
promise that Job’s affliction would end in renewed prosperity. What 
then is its significance in relation to this man’s adversity?
a) The first significance of it is that Job was not meant to know the 

significance of his sufferings. Had Job known, it would have 
nullified the whole purpose of the trial. Had he have known the 
outcome of his ordeal, his fortitude would have been artificial.

b) The second significance is that it indicated to Job the divine 
concern in Job’s life. It showed that God had been watching, 
hearing, and caring. The divine purpose is to bring Job to the 
point where he rests in God Himself, apart from explanations. 
Faith is to trust God Himself over against all seeming 
contradictions, and in the absence of all present explanations.

c) The final significance is to bring Job to the end of himself -- to 
the end of his own self-righteousness, self-vindication, self-
wisdom, self-everything, so that he may find his all in God. This 
is indicated by an interesting fact. The speech from the whirlwind 
is divided into two parts by an interlude halfway through in 
which God directly addresses Job, and Job replies. There is a 
spiritual breaking-down process going on in Job. Job is coming to 
see God in a new way, and he is coming to see himself in a new 
way too.

VI. Conclusion
A. The first point that needs to be noted is that this is a “happily ever 

after” ending. Job is vindicated and rewarded, and because this is a 
real account of God’s dealings with a man, its meaning is profound. 
Job is a divinely intended object lesson through which we learn the 
great truths pertaining to the trials of the godly.

B. God’s wrath was kindled against Job’s friends because they have more 
nearly wrecked Job’s faith than even the devil himself. When Satan 
had done his worst, it could be said that Job did not sin with his lips; 
but as the three friends prosecute their misrepresentations of both 
God and Job, the sufferer was simply driven to sinning with his lips.

C. Perhaps the ultimate fact about the Book of Job is that we are only 
meant to see Job so that we may see beyond him to God, to the God 



who is sovereign throughout the universe, Satan included, and whose 
sovereignty is one of gracious purpose toward man (cf. James 5:11). 
We are also meant to see that although there are facts which God 
cannot make plain to us yet, the gracious purpose of God toward us 
penetrates and persists through the most painful mysteries of our 
experience. Not everything is revealed to us yet by a long shot; but 
enough is now revealed to make faith intelligent despite persisting, 
dark problems.


